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THE PRESENT STUDY TESTED TWO ASSUMPTIONS
concerning the auditory processing of microtiming in
musical grooves (i.e., repeating, movement-inducing
rhythmic patterns): 1) Microtiming challenges the listener’s internal framework of timing regularities, or
meter, and demands cognitive effort. 2) Microtiming
promotes a ‘‘groove’’ experience—a pleasant sense of
wanting to move along with the music. Using professional jazz musicians and nonmusicians as participants,
we hypothesized that microtiming asynchronies
between bass and drums (varying from 80 to 80 ms)
were related to a) an increase in ‘‘mental effort’’ (as
indexed by pupillometry), and b) a decrease in the quality of sensorimotor synchronization (as indexed by
reduced finger tapping stability). We found bass/
drums-microtiming asynchronies to be positively
related to pupil dilation and negatively related to tapping stability. In contrast, we found that steady timekeeping (presence of eighth note hi-hat in the grooves)
decreased pupil size and increased tapping performance, though there were no conclusive differences in
pupil response between musicians and nonmusicians.
However, jazz musicians consistently tapped with
higher stability than nonmusicians, reflecting an effect
of rhythmic expertise. Except for the condition most
closely resembling real music, participants preferred the
on-the-grid grooves to displacements in microtiming
and bass-succeeding-drums-conditions were preferred
over the reverse.
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I

N MUSIC, THE CONCEPT OF GROOVE CAPTURES

three fundamental aspects of sound: rhythmic properties, embodiment, and pleasure (Câmara &
Danielsen, 2018; Witek, 2017). First, grooves are musical

patterns that have a certain rhythmic, symmetrical, continuously repeating and danceable quality to them
(Pressing, 2002). Groove-based genres include AfricanAmerican and derived music heritages, such as jazz, soul,
reggae, hip-hop, and funk (Pressing, 2002), as well as
contemporary computer-programmed styles (e.g., electronic dance music, EDM; Butler, 2006). Second, groove
is also a psychological construct, being a subjective sensorimotor response to the above types of music. Third,
groove can be defined as ‘‘that aspect of the music that
induces a pleasant sense of wanting to move along with
the music’’ (Janata, Tomic, & Haberman, 2012, p. 56),
which underlies a general association of groove to positive affect. The phenomenological state of feeling ‘‘in the
groove’’ is assumed to be closely related to smooth and
effortless musical attendance for the above-mentioned
musical styles (Danielsen, 2006; Roholt, 2014).
A groove-based musical texture usually contains features that afford successful entrainment, including temporal information that increases rhythmic predictability.
These features may include a ‘‘locomotion-friendly’’
tempo (Etani, Marui, Kawase, & Keller, 2018; Janata
et al., 2012), dynamic repetition (Danielsen, 2006,
2019), and structural ‘‘low-level’’ features like event density and beat salience (Madison, Gouyon, Ullén, & Hörnström, 2011). However, it seems essential that certain
forms of complexity are present to a certain extent so
as to challenge the listener’s perception and expectations,
e.g., of a sensed rhythmic virtual reference structure
(meter), as well as to create musical ‘‘tension’’ (Huron,
2006, p. 305). For example, researchers have debated the
role of syncopation density (Sioros, Miron, Davies, Gouyon, & Madison, 2014), polyrhythm (Danielsen, 2006;
Vuust, Gebauer, & Witek, 2014), as well as microtiming,
which is the focus of the present study (Butterfield, 2010;
Danielsen, Haugen, & Jensenius, 2015; Iyer, 2002).
Specifically, microtiming refers to subtle timing asynchronies. These are typically applied systematically and
intentionally (although not always consciously) for
expressive purposes, throughout a variety of musical
genres and contexts (Clarke, 1989; Collier & Collier,
1996; Danielsen, Haugen, et al., 2015; Friberg & Sundström, 2002; Iyer, 2002; Keil, 1987; Palmer, 1996; Pressing, 2002; Rasch, 1988). As examples, the musician or
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ensemble may play at times rhythmically ‘‘outside’’
a presumed norm (most commonly, nearly isochronous
beat series/metric grid at different levels), fine-grained
asynchronies between the onsets of the players’ tones
may occur, or there may be subtle tempo changes. Notes
containing microtiming will likely stand out perceptually from notes placed on the rhythmic grid and will
tend to attract the listener’s attention, so that the perceptual system treats them as something worthy of
closer analysis (Iyer, 2002). Musically, then, the presence
of microtiming may help achieve a greater perceptual
salience for some structural aspects of the music, like
melodic material or even single tones (Iyer, 2002;
Palmer, 1996; Repp, 1996). Groove players’ discourse
involves discussing microrhythmic nuances like ‘‘pushing,’’ ‘‘pulling,’’ or playing ‘‘laid back’’ or ‘‘on the beat,’’
often with specific reference to asynchronies between
the bassist and the drummer (see, for example, Collier
& Collier, 1996). Indeed, the more skilled groove musicians are able of playing with a stable microtiming profile over time (Danielsen, Waadeland, Sundt, & Witek,
2015). Microtiming configurations in the rhythm section are also well documented from ethnographic studies (Monson, 1996) and analyses of musical recordings.
For example, in several songs by the R&B artist
D’Angelo, systematic timing asynchronies between the
drums and electric bass have been found to reach up to
90 ms (Danielsen, 2010; Danielsen, Haugen, et al., 2015).
In groove contexts, a proposed function of rhythmic
complexity generally—and of microtiming specifically—is to create patterns of tension and equilibrium
in relation to the listeners’ anticipations of a metrical
pulse (Roholt, 2014). The influential Dynamic Attending Theory (DAT; Jones, 2016; Large & Jones, 1999;
Large & Snyder, 2009) provides one plausible theoretical
background for such a proposal (see also Danielsen,
2019; London, 2012). With support from recent neuroscientific evidence, DAT addresses the relations between
rhythmic input and temporal cognitive, that is, metric,
structures. The general notion is that when external
rhythmic events are attended, neural population oscillations are set into action, forming rhythmic or repetitive
neural activity (Fujioka, Trainor, Large, & Ross, 2009;
Large, Herrera, & Velasco, 2015; Lehmann, Arias, &
Schönwiesner, 2016; Nozaradan, Peretz, Missal, &
Mouraux, 2011; Zoefel, ten Oever, & Sack, 2018). Importantly, these neural oscillations, dubbed the attending
rhythm, correspond to multiple time levels of the
rhythm heard—or what is imagined within a metric
framework (Iversen, Repp, & Patel, 2009). Furthermore,
being self-persistent, these oscillations ‘‘expect’’ stability
and engender a pattern of temporal expectations. Thus,

their cyclic nature entails anticipations concerning the
placement of the next pulse beat and, hence, cues to the
temporal allocation of attentional energy (Jones & Boltz,
1989) and coordination of overt movement with the
music (Danielsen, Haugen, et al., 2015).
According to DAT, expectancy violations, as those
resulting from microtiming asynchronies between bass
and drums, are continuously taken into account by the
neural networks. Phase perturbations caused by microtiming lead to a widening of the attentional focus for
each perceived beat in order to encompass deviations or
multiple onsets, sometimes with the consequence that
the phase of the oscillation is adjusted (Danielsen, Haugen, et al., 2015). Importantly, although not stated
explicitly by the above theorists, we may also assume
that these adjustments demand considerable attentional
and cognitive resources in the listener’s brain.
Moreover, it has recently been theorized (Keil & Feld,
1994; Witek, 2017), with some supportive empirical evidence (Witek, Clarke, Wallentin, Kringelbach, & Vuust,
2014), that rhythmic complexities (like microtiming,
syncope, and polyrhythm) may contribute to groove
by virtue of inviting the participant to ‘‘participate’’ with
bodily movements. Note that such rhythmic complexities generate ‘‘tension’’ between the rhythm and the
underlying meter. Such an experience could even allow
the listeners’ filling in of the open spaces, or metrical
ambiguities in the groove, with motion of their own
bodies (e.g., tapping a foot, head nodding; Witek,
2017). It is paramount, however, that for a rhythm to
be groove-promoting, its rhythmic complexity challenges but not disrupts the listeners’ metrical model
(Vuust, Dietz, Witek, & Kringelbach, 2018). Interestingly, Witek and colleagues (2014) found an inverted
U-shaped curve between syncopation density in drum
kit grooves and groove experience. That is, either too
little or too much syncopation (complexity) yielded
lower groove experience, while medium syncopation
positively related to the highest groove rating. These
findings suggest a generally nonlinear relation between
structural complexity and aesthetic pleasure in artistic
objects (as also originally pointed out by Berlyne, 1971).
However, other systematic experimental investigations
attempting to establish a causal link between presence
of the rhythmic complexity of microtiming and groove
experience have yielded inconsistent results. Some studies have found that listeners generally rate rhythm patterns as groovier when the patterns are on-the-grid
(quantized) than when they contain microtiming configurations (Butterfield, 2010; Davies, Madison, Silva, &
Gouyon, 2013; Madison et al., 2011). Others have found
that in some musical instances, microtiming may
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achieve as high (but not higher) groove rating as full
synchronization (Matsushita & Nomura, 2016; Senn,
Kilchenmann, von Georgi, & Bullerjahn, 2016).
Despite the important role of rhythmic complexity in
groove-based music, its relation to the psychological
variable of mental effort has not yet been investigated.
Mental effort refers to the intensity of processing in the
brain or cognitive system (Just, Carpenter, & Miyake,
2003) and, as originally suggested by Kahneman (1973),
it can be measured reliably by phasic pupil size diameter
changes by use of the psychophysiological method of
pupillometry. Currently, measuring the pupil and therefore indexing physiologically the moment-by-moment
mental effort can be easily accomplished on the basis of
computerized eye-tracking technology (Alnæs et al.,
2014; Laeng, Sirois, & Gredeback, 2012). When luminance is kept constant during the experiment, increases
in pupil size, or dilation over a baseline, can be taken as
a gauge of an increase in mental (cognitive) workload
(Kahneman & Beatty, 1966, 1967). Note that mental
effort is not another term synonymous to performance
level but is concerned with the underlying difference in
allocation of cognitive capacity (Walle, Nordvik, Espeseth, Becker, & Laeng, 2019). Indeed, the same task may
result in different levels of effort from different individuals, in turn reflecting individual differences in ability
(Ahern & Beatty, 1979), cognitive resources (Alnæs
et al., 2014), affective and hedonic states (Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008; Libby, Lacey, & Lacey, 1973),
or other temporary psychological and brain states (Lean
& Shan, 2012; McGinley, David, & McCormick, 2015),
including actual physical effort (e.g., Zénon, Sidibé &
Olivier, 2014). The pupil size has also been shown to
index interest and affective processing during music
listening (Hammerschmidt & Wöllner, 2018; Laeng,
Eidet, Sulutvedt, & Panksepp, 2016; Partala & Surakka,
2003), as well as for quantifying listening effort in
speech comprehension (Winn, Wendt, Koelewijn, &
Kuchinsky, 2018). The eye pupils dilate to several cognitive mechanisms like surprise and violation of expectation (Friedman, Hakerem, Sutton, & Fleiss, 1973;
Preuschoff, Hart, & Einhäuser, 2011; Quirins et al.,
2018; this also in the domain of music: Damsma & van
Rijn, 2017; Liao, Yoneya, Kashino, & Furukawa, 2018),
as well as cognitive conflict or interference (Laeng,
Ørbo, Holmlund, & Miozzo, 2011), working memory
load (Granholm, Asarnow, Sarkin, & Dykes, 1996; Kahneman & Beatty, 1966; Schwalm, Keinath, & Zimmer,
2008), and perceptual/attentional shifts (Einhäuser,
Stout, Koch, & Carter, 2008).
In the present study, our goal was to investigate the
effects on listeners’ cognitive processing of one type of
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rhythmic complexity in musical groove: microtiming
asynchronies. This appears relevant for at least three
reasons: First and foremost, we are able, in a novel fashion, to put directly to test a prediction derived from
Dynamic Attending Theory, namely that a) microtiming in musical grooves contributes to increased rhythmic complexity in a fashion that challenges listeners’
fundamental cognitive structures for musical timing
(i.e., the listeners’ internal metric framework and associated moment-to-moment anticipations), and that b)
this added complexity in the auditory input requires
mental effort.
Second, by combining psychophysiological effort
measurement with behavioral data, such as tapping
variability, and ratings of subjective experience of
groove, we are able to explore possible systematic relations between effort and groove that, in turn, may be
moderated by rhythmic structural features. This seems
particularly relevant since groove-experiences appear
to stem from predictability (effortless attending) of the
sound stream, but also from its complexity (effortful
attending).
Third, by comparing groups of musicians with nonmusicians, the study may also document effects of musical expertise. Individual differences in music training
may result in noticeable differences in the processing
efficiency of microtiming events, since some of these
are posited to be cognitively demanding. Although
some previous experimental findings suggested that elementary (Western) meter perception is independent of
musical sophistication (Bouwer, Van Zuijen, & Honing,
2014; Damsma & van Rijn, 2017), others suggest that
musicianship and expertise develop cognitive metrical
frameworks that can enhance the perception of rhythm
(Chen, Penhune, & Zatorre, 2008; Drake, Penel, &
Bigand, 2000; Geiser, Sandmann, Jäncke, & Meyer,
2010; Matthews, Thibodeau, Gunther, & Penhune,
2016; Stupacher et al., 2013; Stupacher, Wood, & Witte,
2017; Vuust et al., 2005). When it comes to more sophisticated rhythmic structure (at least according to Western standards), musicians have indeed been found to be
more sensitive than nonmusicians in perceiving and/or
superior in synchronizing to complex time signatures
(Snyder, Hannon, Large, & Christiansen, 2006), musical
syncopations (Ladinig, Honing, Haden, & Winkler,
2009), polyrhythmic musical texture (Jones, Jagacinski,
Yee, Floyd, & Klapp, 1995), and onset (microtiming)
asynchronies (Hove, Keller, & Krumhansl, 2007).
Previous psychophysiological studies—related to
rhythm and meter perception generally—have often
used electroencephalography (EEG; Näätänen, Paavilainen, Rinne, & Alho, 2007) and, specifically, the
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mismatch-negativity (MMN) component of event
related potentials (ERPs). Magnitude and latency of
early EEG-signals appear to mirror the mismatch
between expectation and what is heard (e.g., Honing,
2012; Vuust et al., 2005), so that this response has been
interpreted as reflecting the degree of expectation violation between rhythm and underlying meter. Interestingly, similar to the MMN component, pupil dilations
can also signal metric violation/‘‘surprise’’ effects to single rhythmic deviants (Damsma & van Rijn, 2017; Fink,
Hurley, Geng, & Janata, 2018). However, an alternative
approach is to monitor time-averaged pupillary diameters while participants listen continuously to running
rhythms with varying degrees of complexity, but without time-locked, single deviants. Moreover, monitoring
pupillary responses can provide a more direct measure
of attentional demands (e.g., mental effort) than electroencephalography (e.g., Rozado & Dunser, 2015) or
other psychophysiological measures, like changes in
heart rate or skin resistance (e.g., Kahneman, Tursky,
Shapiro, & Crider, 1969; Libby et al., 1973). Thus, the
present pupillometry paradigm, where participants can
adjust their internal metrical model in accordance with
the incoming rhythmic texture, may be able to capture
a different process than the MMN-studies mentioned
above. Consistent with the DAT account, the pupil
could elucidate dynamic attention as it encompasses
both the initial response (e.g., prediction error) and the
following adjustment of the metric framework to ‘‘fit’’
the incoming rhythm.
In line with assumptions from DAT, rhythmic complexity in the form of microtiming would be expected to
be reflected in behavioral measures, like the quality of
sensorimotor synchronization (e.g., ‘‘the coordination
of rhythmic movement with an external rhythm’’; Repp
& Su, 2013, p. 403). Specifically, some studies have
shown that fluctuations in intra-individual tapping
accuracy can reflect the variation of external rhythmic
complexity (e.g., Chen et al., 2008), while interindividual tapping accuracy differences may reflect variation in musical/rhythmic expertise (e.g., Hove et al.,
2007). Indeed, finger-tapping paradigms remain popular in investigating the above mechanisms in both music
psychology and the neuropsychology of motor control
(e.g., Dhamala et al., 2003; Jäncke et al., 2000; Repp,
2005; Repp & Su, 2013); consequently, we included
a measure of tapping accuracy in the present study.
In our experimental paradigm, we exposed participants to the auditory stimuli of short (30 s) groove patterns played by double bass and drum kit and
systematically changed the asynchrony magnitude
between the double bass and the drums into five distinct

microtiming conditions. We included three different
groove patterns with increasing levels (low, medium,
high) of syncopation density and note onsets per bar.
Within the low and medium levels, we compared the
same grooves with and without hi-hat eighth notes, to
directly measure an effect of ‘‘timekeeping,’’ that is,
a layer of events with a faster ‘‘density referent’’ supporting the metric reference (i.e., hi-hat eighth notes; see
Nketia, 1974, p. 127). Importantly, we presented the auditory stimuli in both a passive condition (‘‘listening only’’)
and an active tapping condition (‘‘synchronizing with the
beat’’). The motivation for this experimental manipulation was to make sure that pupil responses do not simply
reflect the added effort of performing an action (tapping)
or motor recruitment but that they are also driven by
attentional processes per se (see Laeng et al., 2016).
The dependent variables in the present study consisted
of three complementary data sources (Jack & Roepstorff,
2002), covering several aspects of pre-attentive and conscious processing: 1) levels of mental effort or cognitive
workload, as measured by baseline-corrected pupil
diameter changes; 2) quality of sensorimotor synchronization (i.e., tapping accuracy or variability), operationalized as the standard deviation (in ms) of tapping
offset from rhythmic reference points; and 3) subjective ratings of groove on a Likert scale (i.e., degree of
‘‘wanting to move the body to the music’’ and ‘‘musical
well-formedness’’).
The main hypothesis was that the cognitive processing
of microtiming in these groove contexts would increase
pupil dilation while decreasing tapping accuracy, compared to when such rhythmic challenges are not present.
In accordance with extensive empirical research documenting stronger and better-refined metric models for
musicians than nonmusicians, we expected consistently
higher tapping accuracy in the former than in the latter
group. Regarding possible pupillary effects of rhythmic
expertise, on the basis of the MMN-studies referred
above, we also expected stronger responses to rhythmic
deviants (e.g., microtiming) in musicians than nonmusicians, which would be accounted for by the enhanced
sensitivity of musicians to musical incongruity (Brattico
et al., 2008; van Zuijen, Sussman, Winkler, Näätänen, &
Tervaniemi, 2005; Vuust, Ostergaard, Pallesen, Bailey, &
Roepstorff, 2009). Hence, one could expect that professional musicians would pay more attention to the pulse,
which in turn could be mirrored in greater pupillary
responses in musicians. However, expertise has also been
negatively related to mental effort both in musical tasks
(Bianchi, Santurette, Wendt, & Dau, 2016) and other
domains, like mathematical reasoning (Ahern & Beatty,
1979) or face recognition memory (Wu, Laeng, &
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Magnussen, 2012), indicating more efficient processing
in experts. This aspect of efficiency may supersede or
counteract an increase in attentional allocation. Thus, we
may also observe a greater pupillary response in the
nonmusician group compared to professional musicians.
A third possibility is that these opposite processes are at
work simultaneously and neutralize each other, leading
to inconclusive results in relation to expertise-based differences. Hence, it is not straightforward to predict
pupillary changes based on differences in expertise.
Finally, in line with earlier research, we expected that
on-the grid playing, or the very moderate microtiming
versions, would be rated by all participants as highest on
subjective measures of groove and musical wellformedness. Nevertheless, we expected a group difference also on these ratings, as musicians’ more robust
metric models might be more sensitive and perhaps
tolerant to subtle onset asynchronies in timing (Hove
et al., 2007).
Method
PARTICIPANTS

We recruited 63 volunteers (i.e., unpaid participants) by
personal invitation or word-of-mouth. Twenty of the
participants (eight females) were professional jazz musicians (mean age ¼ 29.5, range ¼ 20–44), and another 43
(twenty females) were nonmusicians/amateur musicians (mean age ¼ 30.0, range ¼ 20–51). The two
groups’ age distributions did not differ (as revealed by
a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p ¼ .99), nor
did their gender distribution (as revealed by a chi-square
test of independence; X2(1, N ¼ 63) ¼ .23, p ¼ .63). The
average years of musical instrument experience for the
musicians were 19.60 (SD ¼ 6.01), and for the nonmusicians 3.98 (SD ¼ 7.81). All the professional musicians
had obtained a university degree in music and they
verbally described themselves as professionals in
groove-based genres (e.g., jazz, pop, soul). The group
comprised four pianists, four guitarists, one bass player,
two drummers, two vocalists, three sax players, three
trumpeters, and one trombonist. Among the nonmusicians, three participants played the piano at amateur
level, three the guitar, one the bass guitar, two the trumpet, and one played the flute. No other demographic
data were registered. All participants had (by selfreport) normal or corrected-to-normal (with contact
lenses) vision as well as hearing ability within the normal range. Participants signed a written informed consent before participation and were treated in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was
approved by the Internal Research Board or Ethics
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Committee of the Department of Psychology at the
University of Oslo (No. 1417777). All 63 participants
were able to complete the experiment and were included
in the final analyses of the pupil and subjective rating
data. However, the entire tapping data sets of ten participants (all nonmusicians) did not meet the inclusion
criteria for tapping data (as clarified below) and these
were excluded prior to performing the statistical analyses. Following these participants’ exclusions, there were
still no significant age (as revealed by a two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p ¼ .96), nor gender differences (as revealed by a chi-square test of independence;
X2(1, N ¼ 53) ¼ .70, p ¼ .79) between the remaining
nonmusicians (N ¼ 33) and the group of musicians
(N ¼ 20).
MUSICAL EAR TEST (MET)

To measure objectively the musical expertise of the two
groups (musicians and nonmusicians), all participants
went through the Musical Ear Test (MET; Wallentin,
Nielsen, Friis-Olivarius, Vuust, & Vuust, 2010). MET
has a melodic and a rhythmic part (but only the rhythmic part was used in the present study). Despite MET
not addressing microtiming specifically, it measures
general musical/rhythmic competence through the
proxy of musical working memory. The test appears
to be able to discriminate individuals’ sensitivity to
auditory fine-scaled rhythms (Wallentin et al., 2010),
which fits the goal of the present study. MET has shown
good psychometric attributes of validity and reliability,
with practically neither ceiling- nor floor-effects. Moreover, MET can successfully distinguish between groups
of professional musicians from amateur musicians and
nonmusicians (e.g., Wallentin et al., 2010).
Each participant’s percentage accuracy score in the
MET was entered as the dependent variable in a oneway ANOVA using JASP (v.0.9) software. This analysis
revealed a significant effect of Musicianship (musicians
vs. nonmusicians), F(1, 61) ¼ 23.22, p < .001. As
expected, musicians (M ¼ 87.21; SD ¼ 5.04) outperformed the nonmusicians (M ¼ 77.64; SD ¼ 8.17) on
this test.
AUDITORY STIMULI

We generated 25 novel groove excerpts lasting 30 s each
(Figure 1). Professional jazz musicians on a standard
drum kit and double (upright) bass recorded all
excerpts acoustically. Drums and bass constitute the
typical rhythm section in many contemporary musical
genres, hence, most people should be used to pay
‘‘rhythmic attention’’ to these instruments. This is also
a typical constellation where microtiming asynchronies
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FIGURE 1. A) Low structural complexity groove without hi-hat (“low”); B) Low structural complexity groove with hi-hat (“lowHH”); C) Medium
structural complexity groove without hi-hat (“medium”). D) Medium structural complexity groove with hi-hat (“mediumHH”). E) High structural
complexity groove (“highHH”). Nota bene: there was no “high” condition, since the high complexity groove was presented with hi-hat only. All five
groove-excerpts were presented in five microtiming conditions (relative placement of bass compared to drums): 80 ms, 40 m, 0 ms (or
synchronous), þ40 ms, þ80 ms. Figure setup adapted from Matsushita and Nomura (2016).
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TABLE 1. Overview of Experimental Stimuli

Timekeeping (eighth note hi-hat):

Complexity (number of syncopations/
note events per bar ex. hi-hat):

Low
Medium
High

No

Yes

Figure 1A (‘‘low’’)
Figure 1C (‘‘medium’’)
*

Figure 1B (‘‘lowHH’’)
Figure 1D (‘‘mediumHH’’)
Figure 1E (‘‘highHH’’)

Note: *There was no ‘‘high’’ condition, since the high complexity groove was presented with hi-hat only. All five groove-excerpts were presented in five microtiming conditions
(relative placement of bass compared to drums): 80 ms, 40 m, 0 ms (or synchronous), þ40 ms, þ80 ms.

often occur in groove contexts (Keil, 1987). By only
presenting bass and drum, both playing a key role
in timing perception, we simultaneously removed possible confounders of attending to other aspect of the
musical piece.
The recorded groove excerpts were categorized into
three levels (low, medium, high) of structural Complexity, which in this context refers to syncopation density as
well as the number of note onsets per bar (i.e., these
two variables were confounded in the present stimuli
since number of note onsets per bar varied independently with number of eighth and sixteenth note
syncopations per bar in the ‘‘low,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ and
‘‘high’’ complexity conditions). Syncopation is a common measure of structural complexity in a groove
(Witek et al., 2014). Specifically, the ‘‘low’’ complexity
excerpts (Figure 1A & B) featured two notes per bar in
the bass and no syncopations; the ‘‘medium’’ level
(Figures 1C & D) featured three bass notes per bar, in
which two of these were syncopated, and no drum syncopations. To be able to directly examine the processing
effect of a steady timekeeper, the ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘medium’’
levels also featured versions with (Figures 1B & D) and
without (Figures 1A & C) eighth notes hi-hat (‘‘HH’’).
Generally, there is no obvious connection between an
increase in event density caused by steady timekeeping
and structural complexity. Rather, as long the acoustical
articulations of the time-keeping instrument support
rather than challenge the listener’s metric reference,
timekeeping will likely simplify the processing of the
rhythmic material.
The ‘‘high’’ Complexity condition (Figure 1E) was
recorded in a single version only, which included both
hi-hat and snare drum and featured a more intricate
drum kit pattern with two sixteenth note syncopations
per bar in the kick drum. The bass line was melodic and
non-syncopated, ‘‘walking bass like,’’ with eight eighth
notes per bar. The structure was eight bars long, in
contrast to the low and medium complexity-grooves
that had a repeated two-bar structure. The reason for
not including a version of the high complexity

condition without hi-hat was that this groove was
inspired by a real musical example, namely the R&B/
soul-tune Really Love (Mayfield, D’Angelo, Figueroa &
Foster, 2014) by the artist D’Angelo, where microtiming
is a part of the groove matrix between bass and drums.
An analysis (performed with Amadeus Pro, v.2.3.1)
scrutinising the microtiming asynchrony between bass
and drums in the original track of Really Love, showed
that the timing of the electric bass is approximately
40-60 ms behind the kick drum timing in most of the
tune. This feature of the song also enabled us to compare the effects from an ‘‘ecological’’ groove with the
two ‘‘custom made’’ grooves. Indeed, ecological validity
represents a challenge in the field of music cognition
generally (Demorest, 1995). We surmise that the effect
microtiming has on its listeners, depends on the musical
context into which it is experienced. Hence, we found it
pertinent to supplement the present study with adding
an ‘‘ecological’’ stimulus.
To produce the stimuli (see Table 1), we proceeded as
follows: Bass and drum tracks were recorded separately.
Drums were recorded using one microphone on each
drum (kick, hi-hat, snare drum). For the double bass
recording, we used two microphones placed close to the
bridge/F hole, as a well as a Realist contact microphone.
All excerpts were 16 bars (in 4/4 tactus) long. The bassist and drummer were instructed to play ‘‘on the grid’’ of
a metronome click track set to 80 bpm. Eighty bpm is an
adequate tempo for groove-based music (especially in
the R&B/soul-genre; Danielsen, Haugen, et al., 2015),
and it is the actual tempo of Really Love that served as
the model for our high complexity groove. The notes
played by the bass player and drummer varied in duration and loudness in a natural manner throughout the
recordings. The drums (i.e., kick, hi-hat, and snare
drum) were aligned to the metronomic grid’s eighth
notes (and to the swung sixteenth notes in the
‘‘highHH’’-excerpt) post-recording using the quantization tool in Cubase DAW (v.8.5). To keep the stimuli as
musical and natural as possible, the bass part was not
quantized post-recording; this yielded minute non-
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TABLE 2. Onset Asynchronies of Recorded Instrument vs. Metronome Reference in On-the-grid Versions of Experimental Stimuli

Complexity
Drums (quantized)
low & medium
lowHH & mediumHH
highHH
Double bass (non-quantized)
low & lowHH
medium & mediumHH
highHH

Onsets

Mean (ms)

SD (ms)

17
83
127

2
2
2

0
0
0

17
25
64

12.9
3.6
10.2

2.6
9.2
10.2

Min (ms)

Max (ms)

2
2
2

2
2
2

5
17
7

17
21
41

Note: Negative numbers indicate that the recorded instrument is ahead of the metronomic reference.

systematic microtiming of the bass in relation to drums.
The onset of each bass event in relation to the grid was
identified using LARA computer software (v.2.6.3).
First, we verified that there was adequate correspondence between onsets in the waveform (first-zero-crossing) and LARA’s ‘‘perceptual onset’’ measurement.
Second, a manual inspection of all LARA results was
performed and those bass notes that were not identified
by LARA or seemed incorrect according to the waveform’s shape, were manually measured (Amadeus Pro,
v.2.3.1) and included in the analysis. The timing analysis of the experiment sound stimuli is summarized in
Table 2.
Next, corresponding bass and drums tracks were
combined in AVID Pro Tools (v.10) (with help from
technician MTL). Five microtiming levels (80, 40,
0, þ40, þ80) of relative timing (in ms) of bass in relation to the original bass recordings were produced for
each of the five complexity levels (low, lowHH, medium,
mediumHH, and highHH). The microtiming conditions were produced by placing the click metronomes
of the bass and drum track in the correct relationship
for each of the five microtiming conditions in the digital
audio workstation. Consequently, the entire bass track
was before (80, 40), aligned (0), or after (þ40, þ80)
the drum track/metronome reference, which means that
all levels differed by 40 ms. For simplicity, we use the
term ‘‘0 ms’’ for the originally recorded condition, even
though the non-quantized bass was not timed exactly
on the metronomic grid. Each trial began with three
metronome ticks aligned with the metronome of the
drum set recording. The last/fourth tick was removed
to obscure which of the instruments deviated from the
initial metronome reference.
In summary, the experiment included three grooves
of different structural complexity (low, medium, and
high degree of syncopations and note onsets per bar),
of which the low- and medium complexity groove
were presented both with (‘‘HH’’) and without

a meter-supporting time-keeping hi-hat. Each of the
grooves (‘‘low,’’ ‘‘lowHH,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ ‘‘mediumHH,’’
‘‘highHH’’) were presented in five microtiming levels
(80, 40, 0, þ40, þ80), making a total number of 25
excerpts (see Table 1).
SETUP AND PROCEDURE

Testing took place at the Cognitive Laboratory in the
Department of Psychology, University of Oslo, in a windowless and quiet room with constant illumination of
about 170 Lux and constant temperature and humidity.
We used a Remote Eye Tracking Device (RED) and
I-View software commercially available from SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI), Berlin (Germany) to record
oculomotor data (pupil diameters, eye movements,
gaze fixations, and blinks). The RED system records
continuous binocular pupil diameter with high precision (detecting changes as small as .0004 mm, according to SMI specs) using infrared light lamps and an
infrared light sensitive video camera. The sampling frequency was set to 60 Hz, which is appropriate for pupillometry. Instructions in English were given on a flat
DELL LCD monitor with a screen resolution of 1680
X 1050, installed above the RED video camera. The
distance from the participant’s eyes to the monitor and
eye tracking device was set to 60 cm by use of a chin/
head stabilizer. Participants gave tapping responses
during the active condition by pressing a key with their
chosen hand on the PC’s keyboard (Dell L3OU) placed
in front of the participant. The keyboard was linked to
the PC via a STLAB USB port hub. All participants
listened to the stimuli via a set of stereo headphones
(Philips SBC HP840).
All participants were individually tested by the first
author (JFS) or by another experimenter (LKG) who
were present in the room at all times during the session.
They were requested to keep their eyes open at all times
(in order to obtain continuous pupil recordings), except
for short eye blinks, and maintain gaze on a black
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fixation cross (þ) displayed in the middle of the monitor. Furthermore, they were informed that it was possible to rest their eyes when the fixation cross was not
present. The fixation cross was used to facilitate anchoring gaze and avoid that participants would look away
from the screen, causing a loss of oculomotor data.
The screen had a neutral grey color as background
(pixels’ RGB coordinates: 163,163,163). All sessions
began with a standard 4-point eye calibration procedure, then a general instruction slide appeared on
screen, followed by the individual adjusting of the
sound volume to a comfortable and clearly audible level.
Most participants kept the default volume that was preset by the experimenter, or made only minute adjustments. Each trial was self-paced by the participant, who
pressed the spacebar to start each trial. The fixation
cross was visible in the middle of the screen for three
seconds before (as a baseline measurement) as well as
during the playback of each of the music clips. First, the
25 excerpts in the ‘‘listening only’’ condition were
played. The order of stimuli was pseudorandomized
within each block, with the constraint that none of the
same groove types (e.g., ‘‘lowHH’’) were played back-toback. The test blocks were counterbalanced, so that half
of the participants in each group (musicians/nonmusicians) listened to the stimuli in the opposite order. After
listening to each excerpt, the participants were asked
two questions (on a 5-step Likert scale: 1 ¼ not at all,
5 ¼ to a great extent): 1) To what extent does listening to
this rhythm, make you want to move your body? and 2)
To what extent do you find that this rhythm sounds
musically well-formed? Question 1 probed the concept
of groove experience, treating groove exclusively as
a sensorimotor phenomenon, according to Madison’s
(2006) definition of groove. We did not enquire about
‘‘positive affect,’’ since microtiming stimuli were brief
bass-and-drums tracks and thus contained a reduced
musical context. Question 2 enquired about rating of
musical ‘‘well-formedness,’’ similar to Davies and colleagues’ (2013) ‘‘musical naturalness,’’ i.e., to what
extent the musical excerpt ‘‘sounds like a typical musical
performance’’ (p. 502). After a break, there was an introductory test trial where participants were asked to tap
with their index finger, synchronizing to a 30-s isochronous metronome beat. Participants did not receive feedback concerning their performance on this task, and the
data were not analyzed. Next, participants were asked to
tap (using their index finger of choice) to the three
metronome ticks and continue tapping to the basic
pulse of the music, as steady and regularly as possible,
until the music stopped. For all participants the stimuli
were presented in reverse order in the active tapping
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condition. After completing the tapping condition, participants were given the Musical Ear Test (‘‘rhythm part’’
only). The test began with instructions and two practice
trials. Participants’ task was to decide whether two succeeding rhythms, presented in pairs, were identical or
not. Every new trial was initiated by pressing the spacebar. All participants were exposed to the MET stimuli in
the same order and no feedback was given during testing. Immediately following the experiment session, each
participant filled out an online questionnaire probing
their demographics and musical experience and taste,
based on that previously used by Laeng and colleagues
(2016).
DATA PROCESSING

Pupillary diameters, tapping time events, and subjective
rating data were exported with use of BeGaze software
(SMI, v.3.4) and imported to Microsoft1 Excel where
we computed descriptive statistics for each participant.
As pupil sizes of left and right eye were nearly identical,
we used data only from the left eye. We applied subtractive baseline correction which is common in pupillometry research (Mathôt, Fabius, Van Heusden, & Van der
Stigchel, 2018). In the present study, average individual
left eye’s pupil size in each trial (lasting 30,000 ms) were
baseline corrected by subtracting the average pupil size
recorded the last 3,000 ms before stimulus onset for
each participant per trial. This provides a measure of
‘‘pupil size change’’ that expresses dilations from baseline as positive numbers and relative constrictions as
negative numbers.
As for the tapping data, each tap’s timing was compared to a corresponding reference point of the musical
pulse. The interpulse interval for musical reference
points was 750 ms (80 bpm). The timing of the
drums/metronome (not the double bass) served as the
basis for the reference points. To identify and exclude
outliers, a pre-processing of tapping data was done by
custom-scripting in MATLAB according to rules specified in Figure 2.
In tapping studies, the typical dependent variables
can be either a) the mean ‘‘absolute’’ offsets between
reference points (e.g., a metronome tick) and the tap,
and b) their standard deviation (SD); additionally, one
can compute the mean and standard deviation of intertap intervals (ITI; see Repp, 2005; Repp & Su, 2013).
From preliminary tapping analyses, we discovered the
presence of an artifactual ‘‘time lag’’ or ‘‘instability’’ in
the software system (most likely generated from the use
of a standard keyboard and USB port in collecting taps
as key presses; as confirmed by SensoMotoric Instruments’ (personal communication), which made the
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Reference point
Valid taps
Excluded taps

Double taps

Mistake (double or missing tap)

Exclude first 8 taps from analysis

Missing taps

timeline

FIGURE 2. Exclusion criteria for finger tapping: A) exclude first eight taps in each series, B) identify and exclude mistakes (i.e., double or missing taps).
Series with more than six mistakes were excluded prior to the analyses.

absolute offsets (typically a measure of ‘‘tapping accuracy’’) unreliable. Nevertheless, the intra-participant
tapping offset distributions (typically a measure of
‘‘tapping stability’’) appeared quite reliable and within
the normal range. Hence, we selected ‘‘SD offset’’ (i.e.,
the standard deviation of offset distribution per trial
per participant) as the main dependent variable for
tapping in our analyses, as a reversed measure of ‘‘tapping stability.’’ There was still, however, a small element
of uncertainty relating to exclusions of occasional taps;
as shown in Figure 2, taps were included when being
+50% around each reference points (+250 ms). Since
taps generally could be placed +100 ms too late due to
technical issues, +150 ms were considered outliers and
excluded from the statistical analyses. We decided to
ignore the intertap interval (ITI), since missing and
excluded double taps tended to generate double ITIs
(for example 1,000 ms instead of 500 ms). Single trials
that had more than six mistakes (i.e., reference points
containing double or no taps) were excluded. Furthermore, ten of the nonmusicians’ tapping data sets contained more than 20% (i.e., more than five out of 25)
excluded trials. Hence, they were excluded prior to
performing the statistical analyses.
Missing pupil data were rare (20 out of totally 3,150
trials, or 0.6%). The total number of excluded and
missing tapping trials in included participants was 60
out of 1,325 trials, or 4.5%. There was no link between
missing/excluded trials in the pupil and the tapping
data sets, respectively. Standard mixed-between
repeated-measures ANOVAs were applied for all measures, since these are robust to non-normality in real
data found in social sciences, also when the group sizes
are unequal (Blanca, Alarcón, Arnau, & Bendayan,
2017). Missing/excluded trials in both pupil and tapping data were estimated using that participant’s group
(musician/nonmusician) mean pupil change/SD offset
in the respective condition for mean substitution, to fill
in the missing cells in the statistical spreadsheet. Such
a between-subject mean substitution method is one of
the most commonly practiced approaches (Rubin,

Witkiewitz, Andre, & Reilly, 2007) since it preserves
the mean of a variable’s distribution, though it reduces
the condition’s variance in proportion to the number
of missing values. Statistical analyses were performed
with either Statview or JASP (v.0.9) statistical software.
Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied when
appropriate.
Results
PUPIL RESPONSES

Figure 3 shows participants’ mean pupil diameter
size (in mm) as a function of time (0–30 s) for all trials
combined. By visual inspection we can observe
a response peak 5–7 s after stimulus onset, and later
a negative ‘‘drifting’’ effect with a more or less continuous decay—the pupil generally tended to decrease in
size as the trial progressed. Hence, it was reasonable
to expect the mean baseline-corrected pupil sizes in
both experiments to be either close to or below the zero
level, as the baseline-condition was only three seconds
in duration and measured right before each stimulus,
whereas the experimental condition took 30 s.
A 5 x 5 x 2 x 2 mixed between-within repeatedmeasures ANOVA of mean baseline-corrected pupil size
change was performed. Within-subjects factors were
Microtiming asynchrony (80 ms, 40 ms, 0, þ40
ms, þ80 ms), Complexity (‘‘low,’’ ‘‘lowHH,’’ ‘‘medium,’’
‘‘mediumHH,’’ ‘‘highHH’’) and Activity (‘‘passive’’ vs.
‘‘active’’ conditions); the between-subjects factor was
Musicianship (musicians vs. nonmusicians). The analysis yielded significant main effects of Microtiming
asynchrony, F(4, 244) ¼ 3.55, p ¼ .008, p2 ¼ .06; Complexity (i.e., different levels of syncopations/note onsets
per bar), F(3.39, 206.46) ¼ 3.22, p ¼ .019, p2 ¼ .05; and
Activity, F(1, 61) ¼ 75.22, p < .001, p2 ¼ .55. The last
effect was evident by significantly larger pupil dilation
changes when participants tapped to the beat (M ¼
.01 mm; SD ¼ .04) compared to when they listened
only (M ¼ .18 mm; SD ¼ .05). The analysis did not
reveal any significant difference in pupillary response
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FIGURE 3. Mean pupil size as function of time (in seconds) for all experimental trials combined. Error bars: +1 standard errors.

due to Musicianship, p ¼ .30. No interaction effects
involving any of the factors were found.
The effect of Microtiming on pupil change is illustrated in Figure 4 and was statistically examined further
by four planned contrasts, inspired by Hove and colleagues (2007). The first contrast compared all the microtiming asynchrony conditions (averaged across the
80 ms, 40 ms, þ40 ms, and 80 ms levels) with the
averaged on-the-grid (0 ms) condition. The analysis
showed that microtiming asynchrony did increase pupil
dilation, compared to when microtiming was not present, F(1, 61) ¼ 4.10, p ¼ .047. In the second contrast, we
investigated the effect of increasing microtiming magnitude from 40 ms to 80 ms in either direction; the
+80 ms conditions yielded larger pupil diameters compared to the +40 ms conditions, F(1, 61) ¼ 7.42, p ¼
.008. The third contrast looked at effects of direction of
asymmetry (i.e., we compared the averaged 40 ms and
80 ms conditions with the averaged þ40 ms and
þ80 ms conditions, respectively). No significant difference between the (-) and (þ) conditions, p ¼ .437, was
found. The fourth and final contrast investigated
whether an interaction effect between the +40 ms vs.
+80 ms conditions and the (-) vs. (þ) conditions was
present; that is, whether the increase in microtiming
magnitude from 40 ms to 80 ms affected pupil response
differently depending on bass being timed ahead of

versus after the drums. This analysis revealed a nonsignificant result, p ¼ .421.
Within the significant main effect of the factor
Complexity, we were specifically interested in how the
participants’ pupil response was influenced by 1) timekeeping (i.e., presence vs. absence of a steady eighth note
hi-hat), and 2) syncopation density as well as number of
note onsets per bar, when timekeeping was controlled
for. Thus, with regards to timekeeping, we performed
a planned contrast that compared the pupil response
from the ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘medium’’ complexity grooves that
included hi-hat (‘‘lowHH’’ and ‘‘mediumHH’’), with the
‘‘low’’ and ‘‘medium’’ complexity grooves without hi-hat
(‘‘low’’ and ‘‘medium’’). This analysis revealed a significant Timekeeper effect, F(1, 61) ¼ 6.67, p ¼ .012, where
the low and medium grooves without hi-hat eighth
notes generated a stronger pupil response (M ¼ .10;
SD ¼ .13) in the participants, than did the corresponding grooves with hi-hat (M ¼ .12; SD ¼ .14). With
regards to syncopation density as well as number of note
onsets per bar, a separate 5 x 3 x 2 x 2 (Microtiming x
ComplexityHH x Activity x Musicianship) mixed
between-within repeated-measures ANOVA was performed, that compared pupil change from the three
complexity levels only that included hi-hat (‘‘lowHH,’’
‘‘mediumHH,’’ ‘‘highHH’’), in addition to the original
Microtiming, Musicianship, and Activity factors. The
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FIGURE 4. Pupil change as a function of Microtiming asynchrony between bass and drums. Error bars: +1 standard errors.

effect of this modified Complexity variable was not significant, p ¼ .108.
TAPPING STABILITY

We performed a 5 x 5 x 2 (Microtiming x Complexity x
Musicianship) mixed between-within repeatedmeasures ANOVA with SDs of tapping offsets as the
dependent variable and with the same independent
variables as in the pupil data analysis above (except
Activity, since there was by definition no tapping in the
passive condition). This ANOVA revealed significant
main effects of Microtiming, F(2.83, 144.41) ¼ 6.48,
p < .001, p2 ¼ .11; Complexity, F(2.74, 139.60) ¼
8.23, p < .001, p2 ¼ .14; and Musicianship F(1, 51) ¼
28.61 < .001, p2 ¼ .36. Regarding the latter, musicians
(M ¼ 23.16 ms; SD ¼ 11.51) outperformed (i.e., had
lower SDs of offsets than) nonmusicians (M ¼ 74.45 ms;
SD ¼ 57.64) in tapping stability across all levels of
microtiming asynchrony (See Figure 5). In addition to
the main effects, we found a significant Microtiming by
Musicianship interaction, F(2.83, 144.41) ¼ 2.73, p ¼
.05, p2 ¼ .05; that is, presence of microtiming influenced
musicians’ and nonmusicians’ tapping performance differently, as addressed more specifically below. There
were no other significant interaction effects. Visual

inspection of the tapping SDs histograms (shown separately for musicians and nonmusicians) revealed two
distributions that are both skewed towards the left.
Consequently, we verified our results by the use of nonparametric analyses (Independent Mann-Whitney U
test and Friedman’s two-way ANOVA by Ranks) of the
same tapping data, which showed corresponding results
to the F test. Hence, we decided to keep the original
ANOVAs of Tapping SDs.
The Microtiming factor was investigated similar to
the pupil response data above, with the same four
planned contrasts. Given the significant main and interactive effects involving Musicianship, analyses for musicians and nonmusicians were performed separately. The
first planned contrast revealed that presence of microtiming (i.e., the averaged 80 ms, 40 ms, þ40 ms, and
80 ms conditions) decreased tapping stability for musicians, F(1, 19) ¼ 10.51, p ¼ .004, compared to the
averaged on-the-grid versions. However, for the nonmusicians, this analysis did not yield a significant result
(p ¼ .16); that is, their tapping was equally inaccurate
across microtiming. In the second planned contrast, an
effect of microtiming magnitude was found, since the
+80 ms conditions yielded lower tapping stability compared to the +40 ms conditions, both for musicians
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FIGURE 5. Tapping stability (SD offset in ms) as a function of Microtiming asynchrony between bass and drums split by Musicianship. Error bars: +1
standard errors.

F(1, 19) ¼ 6.39, p ¼ .021, and for nonmusicians F(1, 32)
¼ 13.29, p < .001. According to the third planned contrast, the averaged 40 ms and 80 ms conditions gave
larger tapping SDs of offsets (e.g., lower tapping stability) than the averaged þ40 ms and þ80 ms conditions
in the musicians, F(1, 19) ¼ 17.65, p < .001, indicating
an asymmetry between the effects of ‘‘bass ahead of the
drums,’’ versus ‘‘bass behind the drums.’’ However, this
asymmetry did not appear for the nonmusicians (p ¼
.37). Fourth, the interaction effect between the +40 ms
vs. +80 ms conditions and the (-) vs. (þ) conditions,
approached significance for the musicians, F(1, 19) ¼
4.17, p ¼ .055, and was significant for the nonmusicians,
F(1, 32) ¼ 5.65, p ¼ .024. This indicates that tapping
stability was more negatively influenced by an increase
in microtiming asynchrony magnitude (from 40 ms to
80 ms), when bass timing preceded drum timing, than
when bass timing succeeded drum timing.
The main effect of Complexity was also scrutinized
similarly to the pupil response analyses above (with the
exception that musicians and nonmusicians were analyzed separately). First, we investigated the potential
Timekeeper effect (significant for the pupil data).

A planned contrast compared the averaged tapping SDs
from the ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘medium’’ complexity grooves with
(‘‘lowHH’’ and ‘‘mediumHH’’), and without (‘‘low’’ and
‘‘medium’’) hi-hat. Indeed, presence of eighth notes hihat increased tapping stability (i.e., decreased tapping
SDs of offsets), both for musicians, F(1, 19) ¼ 108.11,
p < .001; with hi-hat: M ¼ 19.09, SD ¼ 9.15; without
hi-hat: M ¼ 28.65, SD ¼ 12.49, and for nonmusicians,
F(1, 32) ¼ 29.06, p < .001; with hi-hat: M ¼ 65.01, SD ¼
54.98; without hi-hat: M ¼ 82.57, SD ¼ 56.76.
Further, we calculated a 5 x 3 x 2 (Microtiming x
ComplexityHH x Musicianship) mixed betweenwithin repeated-measures ANOVA of tapping SDs from
the three complexity levels that included hi-hat
(‘‘lowHH,’’ ‘‘mediumHH,’’ ‘‘highHH’’), as well as the
original levels of the two other factors. According to
this analysis, complexity did not significantly affect tapping stability when timekeeping (i.e., eighth notes hihat) was controlled for (p ¼ .12).
RATING SCALES

The two rating scales were based on the following questions: 1) To what extent does listening to this rhythm,
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FIGURE 6. Microtiming asynchrony on subjective ratings (based on two rating scales, ranging 1-5) split by Musicianship. Error bars: +1 standard
errors.

make you want to move your body? (‘‘move body’’), and
2) To what extent do you find that this rhythm sounds
musically well-formed? (‘‘well-formed’’). Participants’
responses on the two items were moderately to highly
correlated (musicians: r ¼ .78, p < .001; nonmusicians:
r ¼ .58, p < .001). Thus, for simplicity, we collapsed data
across the two questions (‘‘move body’’ and ‘‘wellformed’’). A 5 x 5 x 2 (Microtiming x Complexity x
Musicianship) mixed between-within repeatedmeasures ANOVA of subjective ratings was performed,
with the same independent variables as in the pupil and
tapping analyses (the Activity factor was not included,
since subjective ratings were done in the passive condition only). The results show significant main effects of
Microtiming, F(3.11, 189.77) ¼ 65.88, p < .001, p2 ¼ .52;
and Complexity, F(2.77, 168.78) ¼ 42.66, p < .001, p2 ¼
.41. The main effect of Musicianship was not significant
(p ¼ .93). However, there were significant interaction
effects of Microtiming by Musicianship, F(3.11,
189.77) ¼ 22.67, p < .001, p2 ¼ .27 (as shown in Figure 6)
and Complexity by Musicianship, F(2.77, 168.78) ¼
5.83, p ¼ .001, p2 ¼ .09. These results are further
addressed below and imply that musicians’ and nonmusicians’ ratings were differently affected by variations in
both Microtiming and Complexity, respectively. In

addition, the Microtiming by Complexity interaction,
F(10.86, 662.71) ¼ 7.82, p ¼ < .001, p2 ¼ .11 is shown
in Figure 7 and suggests that variations in structural
Complexity affected subjective ratings differently,
depending on the microtiming configuration (bass preceding drums or bass succeeding drums). There was no
significant three-way interaction.
Similar to the procedure for the pupil and tapping
data, the Microtiming factor was further investigated
through four planned contrasts. As with the tapping
data, we performed analyses for musicians and nonmusicians separately. First, a planned comparison of the
averaged 80 ms, 40 ms, þ40 ms, and þ80 ms conditions, with the 0 ms condition, showed that presence
of microtiming significantly reduced subjective ratings
of groove in both musicians F(1, 19) ¼ 50.22, p < .001,
and nonmusicians F(1, 42) ¼ 14.43, p < .001. Second,
musicians, F(1, 19) ¼ 30.62, p < .001, and nonmusicians, F(1, 42) ¼ 29.2, p < .001, rated the +80 ms
conditions lower than the +40 ms conditions. Thus,
the more closely aligned in time the bass and drums,
the higher ratings. As confirmed by the significant
Microtiming by Musicianship interaction (and clearly
illustrated in Figure 6) the musicians were to a greater
degree responsible for this effect; musicians were more
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FIGURE 7. Interaction effect of groove Complexity and Microtiming asynchrony on subjective ratings (based on two rating scales, ranging 1-5). Error
bars: +1 standard errors.

responsive to microtiming than nonmusicians and
tended to use a wider range of ratings. The third contrast confirmed that musicians, F(1, 19) ¼ 23.26, p <
.001, and nonmusicians, F(1, 42) ¼ 12.36, p ¼ .001,
rated the excerpts higher when bass timing suceeded
(þ), rather than preceded (-) drum timing. From the
graph in Figure 6 it is evident that the 80 ms has
a specially detrimental effect of groove among the musicians. The fourth planned contrast looked for possible
interaction effects between the +40 ms vs. +80 ms
conditions and the (-) vs. (þ) conditions, leaving nonsignificant results for both groups (musicians: p ¼ .39;
nonmusicians: p ¼ .96). In other words, the increase in
microtiming magnitude from 40 ms to 80 ms did not
affect ratings differently depending on bass being timed
ahead of versus after the drums.
As to the Complexity factor, we first looked for a possible Timekeeper-effect. This was significant for the
nonmusicians only, where presence of eighth note hihat increased ratings, F(1, 42) ¼ 75.75 (with hi-hat: M ¼
2.76, SD ¼ .88; without hi-hat: M ¼ 2.32, SD ¼ .92). For
the musicians, timekeeping did not affect subjective rating, p ¼ .72. Second, a 5 x 3 x 2 (Microtiming x ComplexityHH x Musicianship) mixed between-within
repeated-measures ANOVA, analyzed the subjective

ratings from the three complexity levels that included
hi-hat (‘‘lowHH,’’ ‘‘mediumHH,’’ ‘‘highHH’’) and the
original levels of the two other factors. According to
this analysis, Complexity* positively affected subjective
ratings when timekeeping (i.e., eighth notes hi-hat) was
controlled for, F(1.68, 102.20) ¼ 30.31, p < .001, p2 ¼
.33. There was no interaction effect between ComplexityHH and Musicianship, p ¼ .19. Post hoc t-tests with
Bonferroni correction revealed that high complexity
grooves with hi-hat (M ¼ 3.26; SD ¼ 1.11) was rated
higher than both low (M ¼ 2.48; SD ¼ 0.93; t ¼ 7.21,
pbonf < .001) and medium (M ¼ 2.88; SD ¼ 0.96), t ¼
3.71, pbonf < .001, grooves with hi-hat. Additionally, the
mediumHH grooves was rated higher than lowHH
grooves, t ¼ 5.49, pbonf < .001.
Finally, we performed a multiple regression analysis
with pupil change as the dependent variable and Tapping
stability and Rating scales as the independent variables.
Tapping stability was a significant predictor of pupil
change (Regression coefficient ¼ .001, t ¼ 3.15,
p ¼ .002), indicating that the more attentional resources
or effort were allocated to the task (i.e., larger pupils), the
more stable was the tapping. In contrast, there was no
linear relationship between Rating scales and pupils
(Regression coefficient ¼ .008, t ¼ 0.67, p ¼ .50).
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Discussion

The present results support our hypothesis that the brain
allocates increased effort to process musical stimuli
whenever the rhythmic relations challenge fundamental
metrical models. When microtiming asynchronies
between bass and drums in the groove excerpts
increased, we observed corresponding increases in cognitive workload as reflected in pupil size. Furthermore,
microtiming asynchrony also negatively influenced tapping stability. However, the nonmusicians had highly
variable and instable tapping rates, so that only the more
‘‘extreme’’ microtiming conditions of +80 ms caused
further deterioration of their tapping performance.
Based on Dynamic Attending Theory (Large & Jones,
1999), increased attentional processing demands would
be a result of participants experiencing prediction errors
(also as manifested by lower tapping stability). Thus,
accordingly, listeners would need to adjust the neural
oscillations’ phase and/or widen the temporal attentional focus, to account for the incoming rhythmic
events across the 30-s music duration; that is, larger
asynchronies between the timing of the bass and drums
increased the need for adjustments in the locus and
shape of the attentional focus.
One should note that both the pupil diameter and
performance (tapping) may be indicative of response
conflicts (Kamp & Donchin, 2015). The inherent temporal ambiguity of exact beat placement, especially in the
80 ms microtiming asynchrony conditions, may generate conflicts (either at the attentional or motoric levels)
about the timing of the taps. Overall, the pupil dilation
and SDs of tapping offsets increased when bidirectional
microtiming asynchrony increased from 40 ms to 80 ms.
Research has shown that when asynchronies exceed
100 ms, sound onsets—even when in a similar frequency
range—tend to be experienced as separate, rather than
integrated events (see Repp, 2005; Warren, 1993). It is
thus possible that the 80 ms approaches the threshold for
temporal integration whereas a 40 ms asynchrony may
be well within it.
Further supporting DAT was the finding that timekeeping (adding hi-hat eighth notes) was negatively
related to effort while positively related to tapping stability. Furthermore, the overall ‘‘Complexity’’ effect of
tapping was driven exclusively by the lower tapping
stability of the non-HH (i.e., ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘medium’’)
stimuli. We surmise that timekeeping reduced metric
ambiguity and increased predictability, independent of
whether microtiming or other complexity features was
present or absent. Likely, the hi-hat eighth-notes provided listeners with more temporal information and

added extra prominence to the drum kit timing, making
it appear more like the ‘‘main’’ timing or a salient temporal anchor, in favor of the timing of the bass or a combined temporal event that was ‘‘somewhere between the
timing of the bass and drum kit.’’
Regarding musical expertise or musicianship, a number of previous studies have documented enhanced perceptual skills of musicians for rhythm and meter (e.g.,
Chen et al., 2008; Drake et al., 2000; Geiser et al., 2010;
Matthews et al., 2016; Stupacher et al., 2017). We reasoned that expertise could result in decreases in effort
but also, conversely, in increases in attentional allocation for salient events during music making or listening.
Thus, we expected that musicianship would have measurable effects on the pupillary response to microtiming
changes, although being unable to make specific predictions about their direction (decrease or increase of
response). However, our analyses failed to reveal any
conclusive evidence one way or the other. One possibility is that there might be actual but small differences
between the groups that could surface with larger samples or higher statistical power. Another possibility is
that the hypothesized processes cancelled each other
out. Nevertheless, we did observe enhanced processing
of microtiming features in the tapping data of the musicians. We surmise that differences in tapping stability
may reflect differences in neural functionality, engendered by levels of rhythmic expertise (e.g., Stupacher
et al., 2017). Due to space limitations and small N, we
did not investigate tapping stability as a function of
musical instrument (e.g., drummers vs. pianists), which
has been found to play a role in earlier studies (e.g.,
Krause, Pollok, & Schnitzler, 2010).
As mentioned earlier, although microtiming is
assumed to possess a vital function in much groovebased music, systematic experimental investigations
have given inconsistent evidence as to whether microtiming asynchronies in grooves actually promote groove
experience (Davies et al., 2013; Kilchenmann & Senn,
2015). The present findings seem consistent with several
previous studies (Davies et al., 2013; Senn et al., 2016),
where musicians showed an increased responsivity to
different microtiming conditions, compared to nonmusicians, and used a wider range of ratings. Moreover,
with one exception, we also found that the larger the
microtiming asynchrony magnitudes, the lower the ratings of the clips. Interestingly, however, the exception to
this general pattern was the groove resembling the
D’Angelo tune Really Love. The þ40 ms version of this
high complexity groove was the second highest rated
clip in the experiment (as shown in Figure 7; the only
clip that was rated slightly higher, was the on-the-grid
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version of this high complexity groove). This suggests
that the musical context probably is crucial to the
groove effect of microtiming asynchronies. In the model
for this high complexity groove, the bass is consistently
timed 40–60 milliseconds after the kick drum. The high
rating of this substantial microtiming asynchrony might
be explained by the ways in which it interacts with the
other rhythmic events in the groove pattern as well as
preferences associated with the musical style of this clip
(i.e., R&B/soul).
It is plausible to think that musical competence might
increase not only responsivity, but also tolerance (as for
example suggested by Hove et al., 2007), or even preference for microtiming differences; however, except for
the D’Angelo example discussed above, such tolerance
was not reflected in subjective rating data in the present
study. Instead, it appeared that when rhythmic information (i.e., microtiming) challenged the metrical model,
the musicians’ stronger metrical model was more ‘‘negatively’’ responsive, as seen in their ratings, than for the
nonmusicians. One important issue, however, is that
ratings were done in the passive non-movement condition only. Vuust and colleagues (2018) speculate that
metric models are strengthened by bodily movement
synchronized with the music; hence, a movement condition could have increased participants’ tolerance for
microtiming.
Janata and colleagues (2012) suggest that the
affectively-positive psychological state of ‘‘feeling in the
groove’’ is closely linked to perceptual fluency; that is,
a state of being where individuals are able to anticipate
meter and musical onsets, and actualize or imagine them
in relation to body movements. According to such a view,
high predictability and ‘‘effortless’’ feeling are two related
key aspects of groove experience. However, research has
also emphasized how groove-based music clearly contains structural complexities that may challenge or even
violate listeners’ sense of meter (Huron, 2006; Vuust
et al., 2014; Witek, 2017). Given this somewhat paradoxical ‘‘effortless-but-complex (i.e., attention-demanding)’’-dialectic of groove and groove experience, it
seems an intriguing endeavor for future studies to
unravel possible systematic relations between the objective measurement of effort (e.g., via pupillometry) and
the subjective rating of groove. In the present study,
microtiming as a rhythmic complexity seemed to
increase prediction error in a way that concomitantly
increased effort and decreased feelings of groove. In
other words, under influence of microtiming, effort was
negatively related to groove. Remarkably, the microtiming asynchronies’ effect on pupil size yielded a U-shaped
curve (Figure 4), while the microtiming effect on groove
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rating gave an inverted U-shaped curve (Figure 6). The
+80 ms (and in particular the 80 ms) conditions were
probably experienced more like metric violations than
groove promoters, and had detrimental effects on groove
rating. The on-the-grid excerpts on the other hand,
being rhythmically most predictable, were the highest
rated, had the highest stability of tapping, and demanded
minimum mental effort from the participants.
Further supporting the effortless-side of groove (i.e.,
a negative correlation between groove and effort), was
the finding that presence of hi-hat eighth notes
decreased effort and tapping SDs, while it—albeit only
for nonmusicians—increased subjective groove ratings.
Interestingly, musicians were indifferent to presence of
a steady hi-hat in their ratings. Given the assumption
that the musicians’ metrical model is stronger than the
nonmusicians’, it is plausible to speculate that the temporal information from the eighth note subdivisions, is
to a greater degree already present in the expert group’s
internal reference structure. Hence, although the eighth
note hi-hat did decrease musicians’ effort and increase
their tapping stability, it did not influence how musically well-formed or body move-inducing they rated
the clips to be.
The present results indicate that groove does not only
emanate from predictability but also from complexity
since structural complexity (i.e., increasing numbers of
syncopations and note onsets per bar) promoted the
participants’ feeling of groove. Interestingly, respondents were also more responsive to (i.e., tolerated less)
microtiming when structural complexity increased (this
is seen in Figure 7 as larger fluctuations in ratings/
steeper profiles on the graph from on-the-grid to microtiming conditions). Nevertheless, we note that our
structural complexity variable does ‘‘contain’’ both
increases in ‘‘real’’ rhythmic complexity (syncopations)
as well as increments in note onsets; the latter may in
fact support the listeners’ metric models, as suggested
by the pupil and tapping effect of adding hi-hat eighth
notes to the grooves. The increase in note onsets might
well be a reason for why the structural complexity variable was unrelated to mental effort and tapping stability
when controlling timekeeping. Furthermore, we did not
include musical clips with an ‘‘exaggerated’’ syncopation
density, as done by for example Witek and colleagues
(2014). Therefore, we did not have the chance to investigate the effect on effort, tapping, and rating of temporal relations exceeding the number of syncopations
beyond a degree that is indeed groove-promoting.
An intriguing dissociation in the present study was
that participants seemed to both prefer (as evidenced by
subjective ratings) and tolerate (as evidenced by tapping
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data) grooves where the double bass was timed after (þ)
the drums compared to ahead (-) of the drums. This can
be accounted for by the sound of the bass having a different musical function than the drums in musical
grooves. Drums often work as the primary timing reference and if the sound of the bass is placed after the
drums, the longer notes of the bass may work to widen
the beat, adding weight to the pulse after the attack. This
is a common way to shape the beats of the pulse in many
African-American musical styles (see, for example,
Danielsen, 2006; Iyer, 2002). Bass succeeding drums
may thus be more in line with the way Western participants often hear the combination of these two instruments in genres that are related to the present stimuli;
that is, as an accent followed by a widening of the sound
(but see Matsushita & Nomura, 2016, for an opposite
conclusion using Japanese participants).
Finally, we generally found indications of higher effort
in the active ‘‘tap with the beat’’ condition, compared to
the passive ‘‘listen only’’ condition. This is not surprising, as music production is clearly a more complex
activity than music perception (Zatorre, Chen, & Penhune, 2007) and the act of synchronizing or entraining
two events—an internally generated (the rhythm of
taps) and an external one (the rhythm heard)—is likely
to require a great deal of attentional resources. Indeed,
tapping involves an active participation in the groove,
demanding a continuously sustained and coordinated
motoric ‘‘realization’’ of the internal metric model. Even
making a simple motor response like an occasional single key press may enhance the intensity of attentional
focusing (Moresi et al., 2008; Van der Molen, Boomsma,
Jennings, & Nieuwboer, 1989) over passively listening,
thus yielding larger pupil sizes in the former than the
latter (Laeng et al., 2016).
Conclusion and Limitations

This is, to our knowledge, the first time an index of
mental effort—measured by pupillary response—was
employed during exposure to instances of microtiming
in a groove context. Magnitudes of microtiming asynchronies between bass and drums were found to be
positively related to mental effort and negatively related
to tapping stability. Timekeeping was negatively related
to mental effort and positively related to stability of
tapping. These results are consistent with the Dynamic
Attending Theory (DAT), which predicts that rhythmic
complexity lowers prediction (as well as tapping stability) and thus should increase effort. We also note that
recent accounts based on Friston’s Predictive Coding
Theory (Clark, 2013; Friston, 2005; Koelsch, Vuust, &

Friston, 2019; Vuust et al., 2018, 2009) seem consistent
with the present findings and with DAT. On-the-grid
grooves were generally preferred to (i.e., rated as higher
in groove than) microtiming grooves, consistent with
previous research. Timing conditions where the bass was
timed ahead of the drums were less preferred than the
reverse and yielded lower tapping stability. When moderated by microtiming, groove ratings were negatively
related to effort, possibly because microtiming was experienced more like a metric violation than a groove promoter. The groove that was modelled on a real musical
example was an exception to this pattern. The on-the
grid and þ40 versions of this groove were the highest
rated clips in the experiment. Better perceptual skills
related to rhythm perception in professional jazz musicians appeared to be mirrored in tapping performance,
and increased responsivity in subjective ratings.
As in most scientific investigations, the present study
has several limitations. One is that the asynchronies
were artificially constructed. This manipulation made
experimental control possible, but has drawbacks
related to the question of microtiming’s relation to
groove. A rhythmic event played by drums or bass is
usually not only timed but also sonically shaped in
accordance with its microtemporal position (Câmara,
Nymoen, Lartillot & Danielsen, 2019; Danielsen, Waadeland, et al., 2015). We decided to present the ecological stimuli (‘‘high’’) in a version with hi-hat only, while
the ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘medium’’ complexity stimuli were presented both with and without hi-hat. However, this prevented us from investigating the particular effect of the
hi-hat and resulted in a not completely balanced experimental design. Nevertheless, it shortened the experimental session and possibly reduced fatigue. There
were also technical problems related to the collection
of the tapping key presses. The absolute offset tapping
data seemed unreliable, which made it difficult to investigate how microtiming influenced absolute offsets,
including negative asynchronies. Clearly, it was nonoptimal to tap on a standard PC-keyboard; a device
specially made for tapping would perhaps have
improved the tapping performance. A final and potentially important caveat is that each participant’s head
was kept in a stable position by a chinrest while listening
to music, which might have improved pupil data but
constrained spontaneous movements to the music. In
future research, we wish to combine pupillometry with
motion capture to allow for spontaneous movements
and also be able to measure participants’ actual movement rates under music listening (cf. Kilchenmann &
Senn, 2015). Such movements might in fact be crucial to
both the processing and appreciation of groove and the
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microtiming asynchronies of the magnitudes tested in
the present study.
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